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ECONOMETRIC MODELING OFNATIONAL INCOME
DETERMINATION IN LATINAMERICA,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCETO THE CHILEAN EXPERIENCE
BY JERE R. BEHRMAN*
The main purpose olthis paper isso examine how to alter a macroeconomesric nationalincome determina- tion model for a more developedeconomy to fit the conditions of a L.atin 'lmericancounir;. This type of model will be used to study stabilization andother short-run problems in a bitin America,,econo,nt at the same time, it will examine the applicability of modern stabilizationanal ysis to the special situations of those economies. The empiricaloutcome in this case is a 172 endagenous variablesannual niucroecono- metric model for Chile.
I. INTRODUCTION
The major concern of bothempirical and theoreticalmacroeconomic analysis of the developing economies ofLatin America and other regions hasnot been the
question of stabilization within the frameworkof national income determination
models.1 In a recentsurvey of the state of the art regarding theuseofeconomy- wide models for LDC's, forexample, Blitzer et al. (1974) donot even include a
chapter on macroeconomicincome-determination models.
The dominant frameworks formacroeconomic policy analysis and policy
recommendations, instead, have been providedby HarrodDomaraggregate-
growth models, static and dynamiclinear-programming models and Chenery
two-gap models.2 Assumptions whichgenerally are made in the constructionof
these models include: (I) that thedegree of capacity utilization, therate of inflation,
and the extent of aggregate demandare not important considerations; (ii) that the
financial constraintson governmont and central bank behavior(and, thus, the
entire fiscal-monetary.incomeinternationalpolicy-inflation nexus) safelycan be
ignored; (iii) that short-run flexibilityis extremely limited because elasticitiesof substitution are practicallyzero, because short-run price responsesare very low,
and because any responses whichdo occur are distributedover long time periods:
and (iv) (at least for the programmingmodels in the development of whichthe
greatest resources have been expended) that themost interesting question is "what
could happenifsocially optimal readjustment of theeconomy occurred in response
to policy changes," rather than "whatwould happen if independent economic
units which make up theeconomy followed their traditional behavioralpatterns in
'This paper focuses on the developingeconomies of Latin America, but most of the observations also apply to developing economies inother parts of thworld. 2Examples (and basic sources) includeAdelman and Thorbecke (1966), Blitzer, Clark.and Taylor (1974). Cabezón (1969), Chenery and Sirout(1966), Clark and Foxley (1970, 1973). Eckausand Parikh 41968), Fei and Ranis (1964). Lcwis (1954).Manne (1974), UNECAFE (1960), and UNClADtl968) * Support of NationalScience Foundation Grant GS-36459Icr the preparation of this paper is gratefully acknowledged The presentationdraws significantly on materials in Behrinan(1975c and 1975d).
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response to suchchanges."3The resulting models usually include only real
phenomena and are characterized bysupplybottlenecks due to either fctreign
exchange or capital constraints.
Such an emphasis reflects two widely-held views. (I) Growth is relatively a
far more important economic objective (and stabilization less important) in
Latin America than in the developed countries. (2) Keynesian income-determina-
tion models are inappropriate orofvery limited appropriateness for developing
economies.
Some exceptions to the predominant view have long existed. The participants
in the "structuralist-monetarist" controversy in Latin America, for example, have
accorded a significant role to stabilization policies.5
These exceptions, moreover, have been growing recently. Therecognitionof
the existence of considerable underutilized capacity has increasedinterest in the
use of national-income-determination models for stabilizationpurposes.6The
more turbulent recent situation in international markets has intensified interests
in the possibilities of using short-term policiesto limit the domestic impactof
international fluctuations. Partial-equilibriumeconometric estimates recently
have been made which imply significantlynonzero elasticities of substitution and
price responses in both capacity utilization andcapacity creation decisions for a
numberofdeveloping economies." Even the strongest advocatesof supply-
oriented capital-and-foreignexchangeconstrajneanalysis of the developing
economies seem to be having second thoughts about theimportancc of short-run
factors and stabilization problems. Throughoutthe above-cited survey by lllitzer
et al. 1974,for example, references to the needto treat short-run features (e.g.,
price responses, capacity-utilization determination,aggregate-demandrelated
policies) are frequent.
Because of this growing interest in stabilizationand other short-run problems,
recently a large number of Keynesian-basednational-income-determination
models have been constructed and utilizedfor Latin Americaneconomies.8All too
'"Socially optimal" is used herenot to imply that externalities are incorporated butto mean that which maximizes the objective function giventhe constraints imposed by the model itself,starting and terminal conditions, and exogenousvariables Some limited aspects of behavioralresponses, of course, are incorporated in these studies, suchas the sectoral pattern of income elasticities for prisate consumption.
'Rao (1952) presents an earlystatement of this view. Ranis (1974) givesa recent summary.
For good summaries of the"structuralistmonetarjst" debate, see Campos (1964)and Wachter (1974).
For an illustration, see Schydlowsky(1971. 1974).
Behrrnan (1968) summarizesmany of these estimates which relate to agricultur1supplies Morawetz (1974) gives references fora number of studies of elasticities of substitutionRehrman 11971 a. 1972a, l972b, 1972c. l973a. 1973b,1973c. and 197Sc) and l3ehrmari andGarcia (1973) prcscr.t sectoral estimates for the Chilean experience,which is used as an example below
For examples (or developing economicsin Latin America, see Albertellj (1967). Barraz.a.Allande
(1968), Barraza-Ajiande and Solis (1974),Behrman (l975e), Behrman and Klein(1970), Hello (1969), Bcltran (1973), Beltrari and Klein(1974), Cerboni (1975), Corbo (1971),Davila (1966), Deprano and Nugent (1966), Dutta and Su (1969),Escuela National de Economia (1970).Fletcher (1965), Geithmann (1964), Gomez (1968), Gupta (1974),Harris (1970), Hernandez (1974), lIon(1968), Kelso (1973), Khan (1974), Lawrsen (1967), Liu and DeVries (1969), Manhertz (1971).Marwah (1968). Marzouk (1969). Meneshi and Reynolds (1964),Molina and Mellor (1974), Montemayor(1974), Monterio (1971), Naranjo (1972) and (1974), Nugent(1965), (1974), Pandit (1971),Perez-Castillo (1963), Pujol (1969). Reinafarje and Yepez(1972), SIECA(1973), Slooten (1968), Stahl (1965),Stavrou and Arboleda (1975),
( 1Yn!uai',IOh lr1page'
462often, however, the structures of thesemodels have been transplanted fromaggie-
gate-demand models of developedeconomies with lilt k' 'r no adjustmentfor the
special condition.s in the developingcountries. Numerous shortcomings in (he
resulting specilicatiotisare quite common (I) Nationalincome is determined by
aggregate demand, with no testing of the existenceof possible ca)aeity constraints
due tO the stock ofcapital and laboror the supply of foreign exchange. (2) Aggrega-
tion is so great that there isno possibility of capturing the impact of policieson
relative prices even thougheconomists like Hansen (I 973h) have maintainedthat
policies in developing nationsare primarily reflected in altered relative prices and
Wachter (1974) has demonstratedthat differing speeds of adjustmentof relative
prices may result in "structural'' inflation.The possible importance of ilitersectoral
flows, moreover, is lost by the high levelof aggrcgation. (3) No attempt is madeto
explore the role of human capital despitethe growing emphasison its signilicance.
(4) Underemployedor surplus labor and dualism in the labor marketarc not
incorporated. (5) The role of social overheadcapital, long emphasized by such
leading development economistsas Rosenstein-Rodan (1961). is not explored. (6)
The significance of the foreignSector as a source of noncompetitiveintermediate
imports and of capital goods.as well as of a significant proportion ofgovernment
revenues, is not well-presented. (7)i'he degreeofendogeneity olfiscal andmonetary
variables is ignored, with the result thatpolicy options are overstated. (8)The importancedue to fragmetited and poorlyfunctioning capital marketsof
direct liows and of retained earnings in thereal investment process is not explored.
(9) The possible impact of quantitativerestrictions, which are widely utilized in
some developing nations, is not examined.9
At the same time that interest in anduse of stabilization models for Latin
American LDC's has beengrowing, controversies have emergedOver the specifica-
tion of incomc-determinttjon models For thedeveloped economiesIii the past
decade, Critics have claimed that deficienciesin the theoretical structure makeany
analysis of stabilization policies basedon such models suspect. Recently, however,
some convergence seems to have occurredat least in regard to the nature of the
issues, Ando (1974), Blinder andSolow (1973). Hansen (l973a) andothers have
attempted to adjust the IS E.M modelto explore these controversies,
Given some convergenceon tile nature of stabilization issues in the developed
Countries and given the increasingpreoccupation with stabilization problems in
Latin American (and other) developingcountries, the time seems ripe to re-examine
the applicability of modern stabilizationanalysis to the special situations of the
i ,iuii,,,,,,I In'!,, pr,sflu, (Sign
SteedI1969f Stewart (1966), SuttonI 1965).Taylor(1969),Thorbcke1969),lhurhtkc and Condos I966),Tininer, ('onsiglicre and ('arneir()l970Tintrier, t)en tIertsg, Dello, and ('ariino (1970), tJn,tcd NinionsI964),(iNC tAt) (I968. 1973), and son RijekeghernI1965a. 1965h. andI '169)lieltran (1974) sumrnari,cs the featuresofa number of these Latin American modeI,. Behrman (1975c)pros ides references[or modelsfor developing nations in other partsofthe world
Manyofthc studies cited in the last footnoteattempt to account for one or twoofthese features Nevertheless, the listofshortcomingsinanyspecificstudy generallyisquite large. For eampic the
111051 CxIensi e prt'siois studyof Cliite. ('orho (1971 ). does worrya bout the endogeneityoftheiiioiicy supply ,mritldoes includestippI)constraints, hut does not avoid mostofthe other Sliortcolnings listed in the text.Inthe simulations in that study,nioreoser, becauseofconvergence problems excess demand
isexogcni,cdsothat t hereisno link between nionetary and realariabk's orthe moneysupplyand prices!
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latter, This paper begins such an attempt. The strategy is to examine, in turn, each
of the components of recent models for stabilization in developed economics and
to consider how they need to be altered for analysis of stabilizatjon issues in
developing economies. Then a recent model of one developing economy--Chile----
is considered with emphasis on the questionofhow well does this example succeed
in its attempts to incorporate the important features of this particular developing
0
The prototype model for the developed economies usedas a starting point
combines the featuresofthe closed economy modelofAndo (1974) and the analysis
of international capital movementsofBranson (1974). This model is somewhat
complex in order to incorporate a numberoffeatures discussed in recent coñtro-
versies. Solution by differentiation does not leadto simple elegant expressions.
For understanding of it beyond that provided below, thereader is referred to the
papers by Ando and Branson.
The Chilean model which is used as an example is the 172 endogenousvariable
annual macroeconometrjc model for 1945-1965 presented inBehrman (1975c).
It is a nine-sector model with capacity creation, capacity utilization,export, im-
port, price and wage determination relations for each sector. Consumption-savings
decisions are estimated for households and nonprofit institutions,businesses,
and the government. Many aspectsofgovernment fiscal and monetary policies
are endogenous. In its specification the attempt is made toovercome the nine
common shortcomings frequently encountered in Keynesian-basednational-
income-determination models for developing economies whichare !isted above.
For understanding of this model beyond thatprovided below the reader should
consult the above-mentioned reference.
Before proceeding to consider how thecomponents of such a model must be
modified in order to capture the features ofLatin American countries, a caveat is
in order. The developing countriesare far from homogeneous. In terms of almost
any relevant feature the range across countries isenormous, in what follows
below, therefore, the suggested modificationsreflect characteristics not necessarily
common to all developing countries, but at leastto a significant number of them.
2. COMPONENTS OF NATIONAL-INCOMEDETERMINATIC)N MODELS
Table I presents the prototypemodel for the developed economieswhich is used as a starting point for thediscussionofthis section. Each of the majorcom- ponentsofthat model are now examined inturn with focus on how they need be
altered for analysis of stabilizationissues generally in Latin Americancountries and on how they are treated inthe Chilean example.
2.1. Labor Market, Supply,and Determination of Pricesand Wages
Equations (1) through (4)are the relations for the labor marketand for the determinationofprices and wages ina recent model for developed economies.
TOAt least a paper, if not a book,could be written on data problems.In this presentation some allusions are made to these problems,but they are not treatedsystematically so that the papercan be kept of a Inanaeable length.
4641. Labor market, supply, price and wages
Demand for labor
E = E(Z) [I]
Supply of labor and the definition of unemployment rate
u = u(E. N) [2]
Determination of money wage level
Determination of real wage rate and price level
P=WJ[L---II.0 z
II. Product market and aggregate demand






Ill. Financial markets and assets
Demand for real assets
TABLE I
MACROECONOMIC MODEL FORDFvrLoPFnECoNoMtcs
Z = C + I + G + XIM
C = C(Y.A)
I = I(z,r5,r)
G = G,+ G.fld(Y,i'1,r)
IM = JM(ER,P, Y)
X = X(ER. P)
Vfl.JV(,,,.hY)
Demand for bonds
B/P -= A1B(rh(r Y) [12)
Demand for foreign securities
SER
P= A.f5(r.r.r, Y) [13]
Demand for money
= A f(r,rb, r. Y) [14)












Relation between real and nominal short-term interest rates
I,. -P r=rh--
Relation between holding and international rate for foreign securities
ER - ER
rh = r +
ER
Generation of expected rate of change ofr5
=F&[L(!J]
Generation of expected rate of change of prices
PrP FP = F"l L -
PLP




Expected income from capital
Market value of capital
IV. Identities and miscellaneous relattons
Definition of disposable income
PY=P.Z+r1,.B_P.T+r.S.ER [24]
Definition of savings
djP-A)= P Y - PC + d*(P.JZ) [25]
Definition of income from capital
= P-Z - WE - c(P-Z - WE) [26]
Capital gains on existing capital
dt(PI') = dIP -I') - P 1 [27]
Balance of payments surplus
H = PX - PIM + ri-S-ER- sifS-ER) [2S]
Tax function













A Net worth olconsumers
B Government debt held by private sector
C Consumption in constant currency
Real capital gain on existing real assets incurrent currency
E Employment in manhours
ER Exchange rate in domestic currency per unit of foreigncurrency
ER' Expected exchange rate in domestic currencyper unit of foreign currency
G Total government expenditures in constantcurrency
Exogenous government expenditures in constantcurrency
Endogencus government expenditures inconstant currency
H Surplus on balance of payments in currentcurrency
I Net investment in constant currency
IM Imports in constant currency
L Lag operator
M Money suppiy in current currency (currency plusreserves)
N Vector expressing total population and itsstructure
ii Standard mark-upfactor (i.e.. the ratio ofprice ofoutput to its minimized cost of production
expected to prevail under normal employment conditions)
P Price level for output
P Price level expected to prevail
it Income from real assets in current currency
it Expected income from existing real assets incurrent (not future) currency
rb Nominal rate of interest on government debt
r Rettl rate of interest on government debt
rL Capitalization rate (in real terms) applicableto real assets
r Level of r expected to prevail
r Holding rate (in real terms) applicable to realassets
r Real rate of interest on foreign securities
r Holding rate (in real terms) applicable to foreign securities
S Foreign securities held by private secto;
T Taxes in constant currency
t Tax rates (subscript "C" refers to corporations)
u Unemployment rate
l Market value of existing real assets in constantcurrency
W Nominal wage rate per manhour
X Exports in constant currency
Y Di3posable income in constant currency
Z Net National Product in constant currency
Equation (1) depicts the short-run relationship betweenoutput and the
required manhours for production. Producers durable equipmentis assumed to be
in the form of putty-clay. At any point in time theeconomy has a collection of
machines whose labor-output ratiowere determined by the technology and the
expected relative prices at the time each machinewas manufactured. Given the
relative prices of the current period, machines (andthe labor associated with them)
are used in production in order of their efficiency until the desiredoutput is
produced.
Equation (2) gives the unemploymentrate as a function of manhours and
population characteristics. It incorporates intoone expression the determination
of hours worked per person and theresponse of the size of the labor force to
employment conditions and demographic features of thepopulation.
Equation (3) is a Phillips-curve relation for thedetermination of the rate of
change of wages as a function of the unemploymentrate and price expectations.
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Equation (4) determines the price level of output under the hypothesis that the
price is determined by a (possibly lagged) mark-up on the minimized average cost.
The price level should vary proportionally with the money wage level and recipro-
cally with long-run productivity. The mark-up factor is ji. Since the mark-up may
vary in the short-run with the utilization of capacity, the unemployment rate is
also included in this function.
For Latin American economies modifications are necessary in order to
capture two important features.
(I) Most of the Latin American economies are characterized by dualism in
their labor and product markets. The modern sector is market oriented and pays
wages approximately proportional to the value of the marginal product of labor.
Its technology is fairly recent, and permits but limited substitution between primary
factors.t' In some countries unions are quite powerful in this sector.
The traditional sector is much less market oriented. In most countriesa
major component of this sector is noncommercial agriculture. For this subsector
the marketed suplus often is a small part of total production and mar hean inverse
function of price. 12 Factor substitution usually is possible, but the relatively high
labor-to-capital ratio often results in disguised unemployment with marginal
products substantially below those in the modern sector. Because of family and
communal arrangements, however, the share of individual laborers is determined
by tradition and is closer to the average than the marginal product.
Equations (1), (2), therefore, may be appropriate for the modernsector (with
all the included variables referring only to that sector). The traditionalsector,
however, is a residual claimant on labor.
Rao (1952) claims that the predominance of disguisedunemployment iii the
traditional sector, instead of open unemploymentas in more developed economies,
implies a very limited labor supplyresponse to changes in aggregate demand.
This is the case, he maintains, because (I) the disgui3edunemployed labor is not
aware of being unemployed and (ii) their share of income in thetraditional sector
is greater than the marketwage (which reflects the low marginal product of labor).
The supply of labor for the modernsector, he concludes, is very inelastic and
expanded aggregate demand results primarily inprice increases.'
The dominant view of the impact ofdualism on the labor market, however,
features the model of Lewis (1954).The average share of labor in thetraditional
sector, plus a differential for thecos:s of moving from the traditional to the modern
sector, provides a floor forwages in the modern sector.'4 Theaverage share of labor in the traditionalsector is assumed to remain approximatelyconstant over
l Themovement towards putty-clay considerationsin the macroeconomic literature for developed economics lags substantially the emphasison 'x post fixed proportions for the modernsector of the less developed ones. Eckaus(1955) provides an earlystatement. If this response is inverseor positive but small, changes inaggregate demand may cause primarily price and not output changesfor basic wage goods. The analysisin Behrman 1968). howe',er. suggests that while these responsesmay be inverse, they also may be positiveand quite large. 13 Thatthe average labor share inthe traditional sector ismore than the marginal product of labor in that sector, ofcourse, does not necessarily imply thatthe supply curve of labor for the modern sector is very inelastic. The Lewismodel discussed in thenext paragraph, in fact, comes to the opposite conclusion about elasticity withrespect to the real wage. 14 Thediscrepancy between themarginal products in the twosectors obviously leads to static inefficiencies.
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a wide range of si'.es for the traditional labor force15 Overa substantial range,
therefore, the supply of labor for the modern sectnr will he quiteelastic.
Prima/acie this might seem to lead to a very Keynesiancase in the modern
sector with an "unlimited supply of labor" at a fixedwage. But this wage is fixed
in real terms, so the situation isvery classical in an important sense. In a one-good
model with no money illusion on the part of laborers in the traditionalsector, in
fact, equation (3) could be replaced byan equality between real wages in the
modern sector and the exogenously given traditionalaverage labor share. Equilib-
rium employment and output would be unresponsive to changes inaggregate
demand.
A more realistic assumption is that the elasticity of thewage with respect 'to
the price on the labor supply curve for the modern sector is positive, but lessthan
one. It is less than one for at least two reasons. (i) At least in the short run, laborers
apparently have some money illusion. Because tile laborers in the traditional
sector receive much of their income in kind, however, such money illusionmay be
less for them than for workers in developed economies. On theother hand, this
consideration may be offset by the less effective communicationssystems. (ii) The
overall price index is a weighted average of the price for the modernsector and the
price for the traditional sector. One characteristic of dualism is that the formeris
more responsive to aggregate demand changes than the latter. Moreover,govern-
ment price ceilings are usually directed largely towards traditional goods because
of their importance as basic wage goods for modernsector laborers. Therefore.
the real wage in terms of traditional goods can vary much less than the realwafle
in terms of all goods. As a result some response to changes inaggregate demand is
generally possible in the modern sector, althou.gh probablynot as much as in many
developed economies.
In some Latin American economics, however, unionsor legal wage rates have
substantial effects on the wage level in the modern sector. Where either of these
factors are important, the modern-sector labor marketmay be extremely Keynesian
with an exogenous fixed nominal wage. Shifts in aggregate demandshould have
substantial employment and output impact in those modernsectors, In such cases
Harris and Totiaro (1970) posit that in equilibrium, nevertheless,some unemploy-
ment which cannot be eradicated by aggregate demand policies should be expected
in the modern urban areas. They claim that rural-urban migrationoccurs as long
as the expected income (taking into account both the higher modern-sectorwage
and the probability of obtaining employment) exceed the traditionalaverage labor
share. The result will be some open employmentas long as the government or
unions cause a differential to persist between the traditionalaverage labor share
and the modern-sector wage.
(2) The foreign sector plays a much more important direct role inlabor,
production and price relations in most Latin American economies (and probably
in most small open developed countries) than is indicated in the model of Table1.
Four modifications of the counterparts of equations (l)(4) for the modernsector
need to be made to reflect the impact of the foreign sector.
15 Theaverage share per laborer is generally assumed to be fixed by tradition until enough labor
exits from this sector so that the marginal product of labor uses to this level and marketprices begin
to dominate (Fei and Ranis (1964)).
469fi) Some imported intermediate inputs and raw materials are critical in the
production process. The elasticity of substitutions between such imports and
domestic factors is very low or zero. Especially in the disequilibrium exchange rate
system common for many Latin Americaneconomies, the constraint on produc-
tion and employment may not be the putty-clay stock of machinery and equip-
ment hut the availability of these imported inputs. Equation (I) needs to he
modified to reflect this possibility.
The derivation of equation (I) also needs to be modified due to the fact
that technologies used in the modern sector are largely imported from developed
countries with much different factor endowments. Very little choice may be
available (or may be thought to be available) even cx ante for the capital-labor
ratio of the developing countries. Therefore, the putty-clay response to expected
relative prices is constrained to a choice among relatively capital-intensive tech-
nologies. What Eckaus (1955) calls the "factor proportions problem" limits the
absorption of labor by the modern sector.
The discussion above suggests that for many Latin American economies
equation (3) should be replaced or modified by considerations relating to the real
labor share in the traditional sector, government minimum wages and union
pressures. If some version of equation (3) remains, however, one further modifica-
tion needs to be made. in many Latin American economies an importantand
generally available index of inflationary expectations is the rate of change of the
exchange rate. In addition to the history of past inflation, therefore, thisvariable
(or some function of past values of it) should be included for such countries.
in light of the widespread importance of intermediate andraw material
imports, equation (4) also should he modified to reflect mark-upson imports as
well as on labor. Changes in the international pricesor in import policies, therefore,
have direct effects on the domestic price level.
Within the Chilean model, labor market-product supply-wage-pricerelations
are determined on the sectoral level by the following relations.
(i) Sectoral capacity (with capacity defined bya trend-through-the-peaks
procedure) is determined by a CES production functionof the sectoral stock of
capital and the secular sectoral size of the laborforce with Hicks neutral techno-
logical change. Estimated sectoral elasticitiesof substitution between capital
and labor range from 0.0 to 0.9. Theadjustment periods for substitution between
primary factors are fairly long in severalcases in which the long-run elasticities
are high. For most sectors in the short and mediumruns, therefore, the results
provide some support for theassumption of limited flexibility which underlies
Eckaus' (1955) technologicalexplanation of the existence of under-or unemployed
labor, the structuralist analysisof inflation, and theuse of fixed coefficients in
input-output based models.
Limited flexibility, however, isnot the same as no flexibility. Some primary
factor substitution apparentlyis possible in responseto relative price changes. The
sectors in which substitution isgreatest in the short and mediumruns, moreover, are not those which generallyare thought to serve as the predominant absorbers
of surplus labor (i.e.,services, construction, agricultureand government). Instead. it is relatively high inmanufacturing and mining. Underthe assumptions that labor is homogeneousand overabundantat inflexible wages and that capital is
470constraining production, therefore, society might benefit fromwage subsidies (or
other inducements) for sectors like manufacturing and mining in which labor hasa
relatively high masginal productivity so that they absorb surplus labor instead of
the traditional sectors.
The same pattern of elasticities across sectors also suggests that theaggregate
elasticity of substitution between capital and labormay grow and result in more
overall flexibility if the government succeeds in its apparent policy of expanding the
importance of manufacturing and mining.'6 Nevertheless theaggregate Chilean
elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is likely to remain substantially
below one. Such a value may constrain growth if the rates of increase of the primary
factors differ significantly. Under neoclassical assumptions, sucha value also
implies that the relatively quickly growing primary factor will decrease its share of
national product. According to the fragmentary evidence available, itt fact, the
faster growing factor---capital----has experienced a relative decline in its factor
share.
Probable weaknesses in this specification of the capacity relations include the
exogeneity of technological change and the lack of significance of differing qualities
of human capital. Considerable efforts to incorporate the latter result inno evidence
of a significant role. This failure may reflect the fact that the available data permit
the representation of the stock of human capital only on an economy-wide level.
Since policies might be expected to have effects on the transfer of technology and
the stock of human capital, these inadequacies probably cause the model to
understate the long-run potential impact of certain government actions. They do
not seem to be very important, however, for short- and medium-run analysis.
Another shortcoming is the inability to distinguish among types of capital
(especially imported versus domestic) and types of labor. The assumption of perfect
substitutability in both cases overstates the degree of flexibility. In reality, for
example, domestically-produced machinery and equipment oftenis a poor
substitute for imported items. The treatmentofcapital stock as homogeneous,
therefore, probably understates the impactofthe generally-restrictive foreign-
sector regime on capacity expansion.'7'8
(ii) Changes in sectoral capacities reflect sectored investment decisions (dis-
cussed in subsection 2.2 below) and sectora! secular distribution of labor functions.
The demands for the sectoral secular distribution of labor are derived from the
sectoral capacity functions under the assumption of accommodation in the long
run to competitive-like behavior. The sumofthese demands is then adjusted to
equal the exogenous labor force by allocating any surplus (deficit) labor to agri-
culture and services. These two sectors, thus, serve to absorb excess labor in a
manner related to the Lewis dual labor market hypothesis mentioned above.
16This statement is contrary in spirit to that which Nerlove (1967) makes about shifts towards
manufacturing because he assumes that the elasticities of substitution between capital and laborare
high in primary as compared to secondary and tertiary industries.
'' In &hrman (I 975c), however, the evidence is weak that the availability of imported machinery
and equipment constrains investment.
I B Behrman (1975a and 1975b) examines Chilean foreign-sector regimes during thepostwar period
in considerable detail. Generally foreign-exchange shortages---due in considerable part to the attempt
to maintain a disequilibrium systemwith an overvalued exchange rate--have been accompanied by
intensified quantitative restrictions which have discriminated relatively against imported investment
goods
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In the ('hilean model such dual itv does not completely elininate the impact of
aggregate demand policies. however, because the traditioiial sectors are smaller
than in most developing countries and because relative price changes can occur
which allow shifts in employment even though the real wage (in terms of basic
necessities) does not change (see the discussion above).
The major weak ness in this specification is the failure to distinguish among
types of labor because of the lack of the necessary time-series data. A second short-
coming is the treatment of the labor supply as exogenous, although this is much less
important than it might seem prima /cie because the variable of concern is the
secular trend in the labor force and most changes in participation rates arc merely
fluctuations around this trend. For the capacity functions, of course, it is the secular
labor force trends that are of interest. The impossibility of also incorporating
actual labor force into the model, however, is a limitation of the model. Because
of this limitation, judgments about short-run employment fluctuations have to be
made on the basis of variations in capacity utilization.
(iii) Sectoral capacity utilization determinants include product and factor
prices, the state of economic activity, the quantity of credit, public infrastructure
development, taxes, anticipated inflation, and the availability of imported inputs
and of imported competitive products. The widespread response to market
conditions (including the state of aggregate demand) suggests that markets do play
an important allocative role in the short run.
The trend-through-the-peaks measure of capacity utilized leadsto a conserva-
tive estimate of foregone output due to underutilized productionpossibilities.
Even by this measure, however, substantial excess capacity has existedin the
Chilean economy during the postwar period. The utilization of thisexcess capacity
could have resulted in a significant increase both in the level and inthe growth rate
of national product. Therefore policies shouldnot distort the signals transmitted
by the relevant markets tinder the false assumption thatthey will have no effect on
allocation. Policies that distort market conditionsmay be justified. but the govern-
ment should not ignore the resource allocation costs. Also, for short-and medium-
term policy, recommendations based on fixed capitalcoefficients and full capacity
utilization assumptions (such as in the1-larrodDoniar and Chenery models)may
be misleading because of the existence ofunutilized capacity in addition to the
possibility of substitutionamong factors.
(iv) The major direct determinantof the rate of change of sectoral product
and jzctor prices is the rate of changeof the money supply, with its impact dis-
tributed over a number of periods.Growth in the money supply. in turn, primarily
reflects the size of thegovernment deficit financed internally and foreign-exchange
movements, with some modifications dueto changes in Central Bank policy
variables and in behavioralresponses of commercial banks and of the public.In
substantial part, hence, themoney supply is a passive transmitter of inflationary
pressure, as the structuralists haveargued. Because of the lags in the price-
determination process,moreover, stemming inflationis quite difficult unless
expectations about future pricemovements can be lowered drastically.
Non-monetary factors, however,also significantly affect prices.Cost-push factors operating throughintermediate input and unit laborcosts are more important in transmittingoverall inflationarypressures (including those which
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studies, such as Harberger (1963), have maintained. Real changes inper capita
GDP (and othcr indicesofcurrent activity), iii labor productivities, in demands
(final and intermediate) facing sectors rc!ative to capacity, and inthe distribution
of factoral income andofsectoral product have significant effects. Foreign-sector
policies, both price-related (i.e., exchange rates, taxes, prior deposits) andquantita-
tive, are pervasive in their impact. Government mininiuniwages, although widely
discussed in Chilean circles, do not have a very significant impacton wage changes
once other prices are incorporated into the wage-change relations. The economy
does not seem to be an extreme Keynesian one, therefore, withwages set by
exogenous policy.
One important implication of the partial-equilibrium results summarized
in the above points is that the price system is playing tosome degree a role which
could lead to greater efficiency. Sector-specific prices reflect sector-specificcosts
and capacity-utilization considerations. Hence signals are given at least in the right
directions, assuming that any countervailing externalitiesare not completely
offsetting. Both capacity-utilization and capacity-creation decisions respond
significantly to these prices. Possibilities for increased capacity utilization and for
factor substitution do exist.
To ignore the role of the price system and these other characteristics when
conducting analysis and giving policy presumptions, therefore,may be costly in
terms of foregoing the use of some policy tools, overemphasizing the roleof"key
factors" and creating incentives for niisallocations. And yet the dominantmacro-
economic frameworks utilized for analysis of development problems for themost
part do assume that these factors can be ignored. More explicitly in the Chilean
case, ODEPLAN (Oficina de PIanficación Nacional, National Economics Planning
Office) has utilized relative rigid fixed-capital-coefficient and/or foreign-exchange-
saving gap models as the basis for planning and prediction.'9 Policy tools have
included price ceilings, quantitative restrictions on international trade andon
credit, and multiple exchange rates at overvalued levels.
The primary shortcomings in the product and factor price determination
relations originate in the lack of key data. The absenceofsectoral inventory and
employment data, for example, precludes the estimation of directresponses to
excess demands in the relevant markets. Instead proxies----such as capacity
utilization ratesare used within somewhat eclectic functions which incorporate
both economy-wide and sector-specific factors.
2.2. Product Market and Aggregate Demand
Equation (5) in Table 1is the definitionofnet national product Equations (6)
through (10) describe the demand for real output.
Equation (6) is the consumption function. En a life-cycle hypothesis variant,
real consumption depends upon expected real disposable income (approximated
by a distributed lag of actual real disposable income) and net worth.
For Latin American economies, several hypotheses about privateconsump-
tion behavior have been suggested. (i) Because of the existence of a large number of
For example see Harberger and Selowsky (1966) or ODEPLAN (1970).
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SS
individuals at or near a subsistence income level, consumption niav not hepro-
portional to income ci. cit iii the long inn. If true, the high marginal propensity to
consume at low income levels. eden: parihus, may imply a relatively high niuliplier.
(ii) Retained business earnings (although not necessarily from corporations)are a
relatively important source of savings. Therefore, a division at least between
labor and non-labor income might be desirable. (iii) The marginalpropensity to
consume out of the income generated in some sectors---cspecially those related
to exports----rnay be higher than elsewhere in the economy. The inclusion ofa
separate argument in the function for income from exports thus might be desirable.
This modification would further increase the impact ofthe foreign sector on
stabilization.
Mikesell and Zinser (1973) revtew the existing empirical evidence forprivate
consumption behavior in Latin American arid other developingcountries. Sonic.
although not unquestionable, support has been found for allthree propositions.
In the Chilean model, private consumption-savingsdecisions are separated
into those for households and nonprofit institutionsand those for businesses.
The major determinant is the appropriatenet income variable- real permanent
disposable income for households and nonprofit institutionsand real after-tax
profits for businesses. The estimated marginalpropensities to save range from
0.04 to 0.38 for households and nonprofit institutionsand from 0.55 to 0.63 for
businesses. Income shifts from householdsto businesses within the private sector
would tend to increase savings and reduce long-runmultipliers. For households,
shifts from the rest-of-the-economy to agricultureand from nonwage to wage
income (sic!) tend to increase savings. Higherinflation also results in some forced
savings by this sector. For households andbusinesses real monetary balances in
excess of desired levels reduce savings. For bothsectors there is some evidence
that foreign savings at least partially substitutefor domestic savings.20 Increased
aid or private capital inflows, thus,may in part go to higher consumption.
The primary inadequacy of the specificationused is the exclusion of asset
effects other than those for realmonetary balances. This exclusion probably
results in an understatement of the impactof monetary versus fiscal policies.The distortion is not so greatas it would be for more developed economies becausein Chile the stock of realmonetary balances is far more dominantamong public
liabilities held by the privatesector due to the very small market ingovernment bonds.
Equation (7) is the im'estment function.For the developed countries inwhich capital markets are well functioningso that the cost of capital is well identified.
investment decisions are basedon a comparison of the present value ofthe expected stream of income generated by theinvestment and the cost of investment.Simul- taneous variables which enter intothe investment decision, therefore,include the capitalization rateapplicable to real assets andnet national product in real terms. The appropriate taxrates also have a role.
For some of the LatinAmerican countries,some evidence exists which supports the use of thesame basic formulation [e.g.,Behrman (1972b)1. More
20Weisskopf (1972), amongothers, makes this hypothesis.Papanek 11972 and 1973)pros ides criticism.
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generally, however, substantial modifications are needed to reflect special aspects
of capital markets, social overhead capital, and international considerations:
Domestic capital markets in Latin American economies often are not vell
functioning. Markets are very fragmented, especially between the traditional and
modern sectors. In the modern sector legal limits on nominal interest rates fre-
quently are effective so that credit rationing occurs in bank markets. Government
planning organizations also often attempt to control the allocation of physical
capital by nonmarket means.
The net result is that much of the domestically-financed investment does not
pass through a capital market (or, at least not through "the" capital market).
Instead it originates in retained earnings or in direct flows from the government.
Government policy is often directed towards increasing the former source through
changing the terms of trade by price ceilings and foreign trade policies in favor
of sectors in which investment is desired. Quite commonly industry is so favored
over primary production, and import substitution or nontraditional exports arc
favored relative to traditional exports.
To capture these features, direct financial flows from the government and the
results of quantitative allocations mechanisms need to be included in the invest-
ment function. To represent the impact of policies which work through altering
terms of trade, a multisector model is required.
The development literature emphasizes repeatedly the role of social
overhead capital in the development process. Because of externalities and increas-
ing returns to scale over the relevant range, Rosenstein-Rodan (1961) and others
maintain that the government must increase substantially such social overhead
capital in order to induce private investment. The role of social overhead capital
in determining the stream of expected net income from investment therefore should
be made explicit.
International considerations enter into investment decisions in at least
two important ways.
First, in the modern sectors of many Latin American economies a not in-
considerable portion of the capital stock originates from direct foreign investment.
One implication of this foreign ownership is that for such investment the relevant
cost of capital reflects the opportunity cost in the international capital market
(modified by local tax, repatriation and earnings regulations and expected exchange
rate movements), not in the domestic market. Another implication is that net
factor payments abroad may have a stabilizing influence if they are determined as
a residual.
Second, for many of the Latin American economies much of the machinery
and equipment for investment in the modern sector is imported. This relates to the
factor proportions problem referred to above because of the concentration on
developing relatively capital-intensive technology in the developed economies
which produce these imports. It alsO means that exchange-rate policy and other
import policies have important roles in the determinations of the cost of capital.
If the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign investment goods
is in fact very low and quantitative restrictions are an important component of
trade policy as in many developing countries, moreover, the quantity of imported
capital goods may constrain real investment and should be included as an argument
475in the investment function. Particularly in such cases, the availability of foreign
capital inflows (both otlicial and private) may directly or indirectly affect invest-
ment [e.g., see Areskong (1974)].
Estimated sectoral real physical capital investment functions suggest that thc
postwar Chilean experience has been substantially consistent with the putty-
putty type of investment-behavior model which has been used for the developed
mixed-capitalist economies. Determinants of Chilean investment include real
replacement needs. neoclassical considerations based on CES production func-
tions, uncertainty, government financial investment, and, to a lesser extent. capacity
utilization considerations and imports of machinery and equipment. These
partial-equilibrium results imply that government policies can induce greater real
physical capital investment, particularly in the key sector of manufacturing, by
larger government financial investment and by' increasing the price of output
relative to the price of capital services through reductions in the cost of capital
or in the effective direct business tax rate, through increases in depreciation
allowances cr investment tax credits, and through changes in foreign-trade policy.
Government fiscal and monetary' policies which increase the degree of capacity
utilization and reduce uncertainty also may result in greater real physical capital
investment in some sectors. The greatest question about these estimates relates to
the extent to which the cost of capital variable utilized reflects variations in the
actual costs because of the far-from-perfect capital markets.
Equation (8) defines total government expenditure as the sum of exogenous
central government expenditures and endogeiious local government expenditures.
The latter respond fairly strongly to cyclical conditions of the economy.
For Latin American economies current government expenditures often (but
not always) are more centralized than in developed economies such as the United
States. Nevertheless there remains a large effectively endogenouscomponent. The
government is a relatively large employer in comparison to total modern-sector
employment, the wage bill makes up a substantial portion of its expenditure,and
cuts in this expenditure as part of stabilization policy would be extremely risky
politically in most cases.
Government expenditures also generallyare affected directly by foreign-
sector conditions. This is so because there usually issome response to available
revenues, and taxes related to the foreign sectorare a major source of variance
in those revenues (see below). A furthereffect is through official capital inflows.
The available evidence suggests [althoughnot conclusively, see Mikesell and
Zinser (1973)] that such flowsare diverted partly to current governmentex-
penditures,
In the Chilean model currentconsumption-savings decisions are endogenous
for the reasons mentioned above,although government investment financing is
treated as exogenous. The majordeterminant of current government expenditure
decisions is realgovernment revenues, with an implied marginalpropensity to
save from 0.67 to 0.73. Shifts from theprivate to the public sectors thus would
increase savings and reducethe multiplier (although thefact that government
current expenditures are endogenouswould increase multipliers, ceteris paribus).
Government savings alsorespond inversely to foreign savings,in fact more sub- stantially than do privatesavings. An improvementover the present specification
476would be to tie government current expendituresmore directly to the government
wage bill.
Equation (9) is theimport Junctionand equation (10) is the export function
for developed economies. Imports respond positivelyto the level of income and the
domestic price level and inversely to the exchangerate (defined as the number of
units of domestic currency per unit of foreign currency). Exportsarc assumed to
respond directly to the exchange rate and inversely to the domestic pricelevel.
For most Latin American economies,as is noted above, imports play a critical
role in the provision of noncompetitiveraw materials, intermediate inputs, and
machinery and equipment capital goods for the modernsector. To capture the
differential impact of various types of imports on growth and stabilization,there-
fore, some disaggregation is necessary.
Because many of these imports are noncompetitive and because importsub-
stitution policies often have reduced competitive imports to a low level, the price
and exchange rate elasticities usually are low in absolute value. Theincome
elasticities, on the other hand, are quite high. Some disaggregation, however,once
again probably is necessary because of differentialresponses to different compon-
ents of total income (e.g.. the modern versus the traditional sector, investment
versus consumption expenditures).
Policies to regulate imports are widely thought to beamong the most potent
available to the governments of Latin American countries in theirquests towards
growth, distribution and stabilization objectives. Among the policies often utilized
are multiple exchange rate systems, tariffs, direct government imports, prior
import deposits and quantitative restrictions.2 I
Quantitative restrictions frequently are used to maintaina disequilibrium
system with overvalued exchange rate(s) and severe foreign-exchange constraints.
Disequilibrium is allowed to persist because of perceived negative distribution,
inflationary and political effects of devaluation and widespread convictions
about inadequacies of allocation by prices. The existence of strong vested interests
in the disequilibrium system (e.g., owners of factors in import-substitulion sub-
sectors, the recipients of import licenses, or the government bureaucracy) also
help to perpetuate the continuance of these systems. Dueto substantial excess
demand, nevertheless, controls generally are relaxed when foreign exchange
becomes available from export booms or increased capital inflows. The import
functions need to be modified, therefore, not only to include the above-mentioned
policy tools, but also the availability of foreign exchange.
Fluctuations in the value of exports from Latin Amet ican economies, accord-
ing to the structuralists and a large number of other observers [e.g., Heller (1954)
and Higgins (1968)], is a major source of instability for these countries. Not only
do such variations directly affect total aggregate demand, they also changeaggre-
gate demand through the government deficit because of the dependence ofgovern-
ment revenues on international trade revenues. Furthermore, they alter production
in the modern sector because of the tight foreign-exchange constraint and the low
elasticity of substitution for critical imported inputs. The holders of this view
conclude that general fiscal and monetary policy will not bevery effective in
In some developing economies considerable smuggling exists inattempts to avoid these
policies.
477stabilization attempts. Instead emphasis must he placedon exchange rate and tax
policies directly related to exports. Sonic observers further conclude thatmove-
Inents towards less dependence on the foreign sector is desirable in order to lessen
its destabilizing influence.
The seminal investigation of MacBean (1966) has been followed bya number
of studies which suggest that the above-hypothesizedstrong relationship between
export instability and overall instability is exaggerated. Mathicson and McKinnon
(1974) even conclude that there issome slight indication that "outward-looking"
trade policies may increase stability. MacBean (1966)posits that two factors lie
behind the lack of a strong relationship betweendomestic variables and export
fluctuations: (i) the low value of the foreign-trademultiplier in part because of
repatriation of factor returns to foreignowners and because of leakages into
taxes on exports and (ii) the distributed lagnature of reactions to changes in
exports.
These studies do bring into question theonce-conventional wisdom about
the destabilizing influence of internationalmarkets. The issue is far from resolved,
however, because of the failure of such studiesto specify adequately the structure
(including the lags in responses,as MacBean's second point reflects) of the develop-
ing economies. Even thestrongest doubters about the importance of international
market fluctuations, moreover,grant that export variations probably are destabil-
izing in those cases in whichexports are very concentrated in a few products.
The correct specification of theexport function, therefore, is a criticalcom-
ponent of a stabilization model for most LatinAmerican economies. Formany
countries exports must be divided intotwo categories which differ substantially
in exchange rate and tax-subsidytreatment: traditional (largely primary products)
and nontraditional (often industrialproducts). The former oftenare major sources
of government revenues. The latterfrequently are subsidized in hopes ofdiversify-
ing sources of foreign exchangeand gaining entry into faster-growingmarkets. For the traditional exports ofsome Latin American countries, finally, theexistence of
some market power (perhaps within theframework of internationalcommodity agreements) also needs to berepresented.
For Chile partial-equilibriumestimates of import functions (byend use) and of export functions (byproduction sectors) indicate significantresponses in a number of cases to relative prices(adjusted to incorporate theprice-related effects of foreign trade policies),uncertainty, quantitative restrictions,demand and production. The implied priceresponses seem to suggest that theChilean policy of maintaininga secularly exchange rate exacerbated
substantially balance ofpayments difficulties.22 For example,the 63 percent drop in the PLD NER(Price1evel-deflated nominalexchange rate) between 1946and 1972 and the estimatedelasticities,ceteris paribas,imply increases in importsof 57 percent for secondaryconsumption goods. 88 percent fortransportation related investment goods, 18percent for intermediate goodsand 50 percent for services and drops in exports of100 percent from industry.50 percent from small-and medium-scale mining, 32percent from agriculture 19percent from large-scale mining, and 13percent for exports from services.These results alsosuggest that the 22 Hehrman
(1975a,b) explores in detailChilean exchange_rate policyand other foreign-sector policies.
478foreign-sector regimes increased dependenceon the traditional exports (i.e., those
from large-scale niining)despite a number ofstated intentionsto encourage divcrsi-
licatioli,
The response to uncertainty in relative prices is widespread, althoughnot
generally large in magnitude. This pattern implies that therewas a significant, but
not substantial, payoff to the sliding-peg exchange-rate policy of 1965-1970.
The impact of quantitative restrictions on imports is pervasive and large.
They apparently are the only effective direct policy instruments, in fact, for habitual
and durable consumption goods and for machinery and equipment imports.
From examination of the partial-equilibrium estimates, the intensification of
quantitative restrictions seems to favor nondurable consumption goodsover
consumption and investment durables and to favor goodsover services.
Domestic demand and credit availability variables affecta number of import
categories. Production atkcts most export categories. Theseresponses point to
the need to integrate the foreign-sector functions intoa general-equilibrium
framework.
2.3. Financial Marlets and Assets
The financial market for the developed economies in Table Iis patterned on
the extensions of Tobin's (1969) portfolio equilibrium model by Ando (1974) and
Bransoti (1974). Equations (ll)-(14) are demand functions of private-sectorasset
holders for four imperfectly-substitutable assets: equities, bonds, foreign secUrities
and money. Equation (15) is the definition of the net worth of the private sector.
The demand for each asset is a function of the rates of return (witha fixed zero
rate of interest for money) and income (with a transactions demand for money).
The nominal supplies of money and bonds and the interest rate for foreign securities
are assumed to be exogeneous.
All assets are gross substitutes, Domestic asset-holders must hold given
quantities of equities and bonds which are not traded internationally. Domestic
asset-holders face an elastic supply of foreign securities at an interest rate fixed
internationally. They are free to trade between money and foreign securities. Any
purchase of the latter implicitly reduces domestic foreign exchange byan identical
amount.
Equations (16)-(18) are relations between holding and capitalization, real
and nominal, and holding and international rates for the three respectivenonzero
return assets. Equations (19)-(22) are simple hypotheses about the formation of
expectations. Equation (23) determines the market value of real assets by capital-
izing the expected stream of income from exisüng assets.
Branson (1974) analyzes a similar model for developed countries. His main
results are two. (l)The inclusion of non-internationally-traded assets restores the
efl'ectiveness of monetary policy as measured by the possibility of altering rates of
return on domestic assets relative to foreign securities. (2) The relative impact of
open-market operations on domestic-asset rates depends on which asset is the
instrument of open-market operations.
For Latin American economies a number of changes need to be made. As is
discussed above, asset markets generally are quite fragmented, functionvery
479poorly and are relatively unimportant in channeling investible funds. Dualism isa
common feature, with changes in the organized market having hut liITlitC(J impact
on the unorganized sector. Government-bond markets and private-security
markets both generally are quite small.
Monetary policy usually is limited in scope, especially internally. Thevery
small bond market precludes substantialopen market operations. The nominal
money supply is not exogenous, but is dependent onde Jacuor/e jureobligations
to finance the government deficit and on foreign exchange movements. Monetary
instruments include marginal and average reserve requirements, rediscountrates.
prior deposits on imports, and exchange rate(s). Also importantare interest
rate ceilings, and quantitative restrictions on internal credit andon international
capital flows. The use of this latter group of policies requires that relationsin the
model be modified to reflect rationing due to quantitative variables.Uncertainty
about future quantitative policies alsomay complicate the formation of expecta-
tions in equations (19)-(22).
The foreign sector impinges on the financial markets ina number of important
ways. As is indicated in the previous paragraph, foreign exchangemovements have
substantial impact on the domesticmoney supply and the major discretionary23
monetary operations are in the foreign sector. Foreign directownership ofdomestic
capital in the modern sector often is important,so equation (22) or (23) must he
modified so that only the value of thedomestically-owned portion of the capital
stock enters into domestic portfolio decisions.
In a few Latin American countries, suchas Mexico, moreover, the interest rate
in the international marketmay effectively create a liquidity trap for the oganized
monetary market. In general, however, the internationalinterest rate does not peg
the domestic rate for at leastone of two reasons: (i) Quantitative restrictionson
capital movements break the linkbetween domestic and internationalcapital
markets. (ii) The existence of Bransonianinternationally-nontraded assets which
are not perfect sii5stitutefor internationally-tradedassets permits some inde-
pendence in interest ratemovements.
The Chilean model adequatelyincorporates some of these features.Changes in the monetary base reflectdomestic financing of thegovernment deficit and variations in foreign reserves, bothof which often have been beyondthe control of the Central Bank. Fora given monetary base, the Central Bankcan affect the money supply through average andmarginal reserve requirements,discount policy, interest rate ceilingsand quantitative restrictions,but behavioral decisions of the commercial banksconcerning reserves and of thenonbank public concern- ing asset holdings andcompositiomi modify the outcome.Thus the effectiveness of Central Bank monetary policyis limited.
In other respects, however,the Chilean model doesnot satisfactorily represent the financial markets. Ioolittle is known about thedomestic capital marketto permit an adequatespecifjcatjon Some of theinteractions with international markets noted above probablyshould be made endogenous.The net impacton the policies of improvingthe representation offinancial markets, however,is not clear.
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This discretion may be limitedto the short run, especially if thegoverntflcrn attempts to maintain oxervalued exchange rates,
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Equations (24) (28) dcfinc disposable izuonu'. priatc sar:ngs. income
capital and the balance of pai'menls surplus. For the developed countries these
definitions are basically self-explanatory. Note that capital gains on existing assets
arise because of changes in the capitalization rate or changes in the expected
stream of income from these existing assets due to varYing economic conditions.
They do not, of course. include additions to real assets from current net investment.
For Latin American countries the major special problem is the evaluation of
capital gains because of the virtual absence of markets for internal equities. The
Chilean model presents no resolution of this problem.
Equation (29) is the tax function (net of transfers). For developed economies
the major complication behind this simple representation often is the treatment of
the corporation income tax. Therefore income from capital is included as an
argument in this function in addition to total personal income.
In Latin America conditions are much ditlërcnt for tax collections. (i) The
traditional sector is not monetized. (ii) Literacy is relatively low. (iii) Systematic
accounting systems are not widely used. (iv) The legitimacy of government revenue
collection is less widely accepted and the tradition of voluntary compliance is less
strong. (v) Lack of resources, low civil service pay, and traditional social relations
often make efficient and honest tax collection very difficult.
As a result, the relative importance of alternative sources of tax revenues
differ from patterns in developed countries. General personal and corporation
income taxes are much less important. Instead dependence is greater on import
and export taxes, indirect taxes and taxes on income generated by foreign-owned
corporations. Taxes related to the foreign sector are much more significant
because generally they are relatively simple to administer and difficult to evade.
This greater dependence on the foreign sector adds to the difficulties of stabilizing
these economies because balance of payment considerations may conflict with
the use of taxes for stabilization purposes. The more regressive nature of the
tax structures with its greater dependence on indirect taxes, moreover, implies
less "automatic stabilization" from the tax system thaniii more developed
countries.
Within the Chilean model taxes are broken down into eleven categories so
that their differential impact can be captured. Tax collections are endogenous
because they depend not only on the legal rates and the tax base, but also on
avoidance or delay in paying due to expectations of inflation and foreign-market
conditions. This specification could be further improved by incorporating the
legal changes in an explicit form for more of the tax categories.
Equation (30) is the gorerument buaget constrai?i which Christ (1968) and
others emphasize repeatedly. Jn a closed economy or in an economy with balance
of payments equilibrium, this relation need not appear explicitly. The model
already contains the private sector accounts and a full recording of transactions
between the private and government sectors. If the private sector accounting
identities are satisfied, so must be those for the government sector. For the Chilean
model, as is noted above, internal financing of the government deficit leads directly
to an expansion of the monetary base.
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The model of Table I for the de.eopedeconu1nes is presented on a very
aggregative level. Actual empirical utilizations of such models oftenare on a more
disaggregate leveL The currently frequently-encountered hypothesisthat a major
source of inflation in the United States and in some other more developedeconomies
is the combination ofsectoral shortages with short-runrigidities points to the need
for at least some disaggregation.
For Latin American and other developingcountries, Hansen (l973b) argues
that disaggregation is much more importantsince much of the direct policy impact
is on relative prices. The estimation ofChilean sectoral relations providessupport
for this claim. There is a great deal ofheterogeneity across sectors in technological
substitutabilities and in both the degree and thetime path of behavioralresponses
to economic variables. Relative prices playmajor roles in both short-run and
long-run resource allocation decisions.
3. NATIONAL-INCOME DETER1INATI0NMoiiis FOR LATIN AMFRI('AN
COUNTRIES
One purpose of thispaper is to consider how the paradigm for national-
income determination models formore developed economies must be alteredto
fit the conditions of Latin America.Such a procedure, unfortunately, doesriot
lead to a nice neat model whosedifferentials will tell the story for at least three
reasons. (i) The initial model for the developedeconomies is sufliciently complex
so that such a process is not very fruitfulunless one has considerabJe empirical
evidence about the size ofparameters. (ii) The Latin American countriesare not
homogeneous. Conditionsvary substantially across countries. (iii) Modelingof certain aspects of developingcountries is at a very primitivestage. Many problems
such as how to treat the channelingof investible fundshavenot been treated
adequately. Nevertheless, thispaper suggests several interesting generalpoints about modeling national-incomedetermination processes in LatinAmerica.
Fluctuations in the traditionalsector originate primarily invariations in natural conditions and,in some cases, in variations inexport markets. The focus of domestic-demandmanagement stabilization questions, therefore,is the modern sector.
If the traditionalsector determines the realwage for the modern sector and there is no money illusion,the modern-sector labormarket is very classical. Changes in aggregate demandwill not alter its employmentand production.
The modern sector oftenis like a very smallopen economy in respect to its dependenceon the foreign sector for criticalraw material, intermediate and capital imports. Variationsin noncompetitiveraw material and intermediate imports may be a majorcause of fluctuations in thissector (even if the realwage is fixed by the traditionalsector). Attempts to maintaindisequilibrium exchange rates exacerbate any destabilizingforces originating inthe foreign sector. Because of the importanceof the foreign sectoras a source for government
revenues, fluctuations thereinnot only have potentiallydestabilizing effectson the supply and possibly thedemand side, hut alsothroughgovernment deficits. Government deficits,in turn, affect themoney supply quite directlybecause of tie
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flicto or de juTe obligations of the banking system to finance such deficits. The
impact of changes in foreign exchange reserves on the money supply, on the other
hand, may tend to be counteracting.
The international capital market does not limit stabilization options in
developing countries by fixing domestic interest rates. In part this is so because
of the existence of Bransonian non-internationally-traded assets and because of
quantitative restrictions which break the link between international and domestic
markets. Probably more important is the lack of integrated and well functioning
financial marketswhich limit the impact of stabilization policies even if there is
no access to international markets.
International capital flows, nevertheless, may have significant destabilizing
effects. The mechanism is through varying the constraint on imports, with the
resulting supply effects noted above.
International creditors, moreover, often limit the policy options open to
developing countries. Because foreign debts frequently are quite large, developing
nations cannot blithely ignore the views of such creditors.
Given the important role of the foreign sector, perhaps stabilization
policies should be directed towards it. Some attempts have been made in this
direction, both on the level of individual countries and in cooperation with other
countries. Stabilization problems, however, often are viewed as less important
than concerns relating to growth. distribution and the foreign economic position.
If a temporary foreign exchange surplus is available due to an export boom or
increased capital inflows, for example, pressures are enormous to utilize it to
alleviate other problems. Only rarely do governments find it feasible to conserve
such an excess for use when the next foreign exchange deficit occurs. Only if such
governments are convinced that the costs of fluctuations are larger than previously
perceived or that there are gains in other policy dimensions of increased stabiliza-
tion are more resources likely to be utilized for stabilization purposes.
Although the heterogeneity of structures across countries precludes the
specification of an interesting general national-income determination model for
developing economies, specific countries can be modeled. A second purpose of
this paper is to use the Chilean model to illustrate what specific forms some of the
components of a national-income determination model might take. Several
points which originate in this exercise are as follows:
(1) It is possible to model at least some Latin American economies in ways
which reflect their special characteristics (e.g. the list of nine features in the intro-
duction).24 Of course it may be more possible to develop satisfactorily a macro-
econometric model for a relatively-developed country like Chile than for most of
the developing economies. Even for a country like Chile, moreover, structural
changes occur which require revision of the specification or of the parameters.
Given the events since 1970, for example, a model based on the previous two decades
could not be used satisfactorily without careful consideration of modifications due
to structural changes.
24Section 2 suggests definite shortcomings of the Chilean model, but most of these limit its use
for long-run concerns much more than for those of the short or medium run. See Behrman (1975c) for





behavioral fiexibilities suggests that models which assume too great rigidities (see
the introduction) may distort the perceived choice set and over-emphasize the
importance of "key" factors.
The lack of a large traditional sector and the partial-equilibrium evidence
of significant substitution possibilities and price responses suggest that macro-
policies might have significant impact on aggregate variables. General-equilibrium
simulations, however, indicate that these policies have much less aggregate impact
than partial-equilibrium analysis might suggest due to overall resource constraints
and indirect effects (such as those transmitted through the money supply-foreign
exchange-price nexus). This result reinforces the pessimism about the potency of
macroeconomic policies given the present structure of the developing economies
which economists with as differing viewpoints as Friedman (1974) and Taylor
(1974) have recently expressed. The lot of the policy maker in such an economy isa
very difficult one.
The general-equilibrium results also point to the existence of important
trade-oils among various macroeconomic objectives (e.g.. growth. distribution,
nominal and real stability, resource allocation and structural change. and foreign
economic position). Substantial movements towards any one of these goals are
liable to be made only with significant costs for at least oneofthe others.
The results of the analysisofthe Chilean experience do not primarily
support one side or the other in the structuralist-monetarist controversy. In
contrast to the structuralist position, evidence is found for significant sectoral
flexibility and price re.sponsiveness--cven in agriculture. In supportofthe struc-
turalist position, relative price changes are important in the inflationaryprocess,
the money supply is largely passive and limits overall policy impact,and certain
characteristics of the overall structure (e.g., price expectations) would haveto be
changed before most macroeconomic policies had largeaggregate effects.
Both the partial-equilibrium and the general-equilibrium analyseslend
support to Hansen's (1973b) emphasis on the need for disaggregationto capture
relative-price effects. The estimated partial-equilibrium relationsare quite hetero-
geneous across sectors in regard to technological possibilities, behavioralrespon-
ses, and patternsofadjustment. The general-equilibrium simulationssuggest that
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